
Coinless not
cashless: a 
future-proof 
cash hybrid.



Cash is very much alive - but many of the 
historic business models supporting its use 
are dead.

Streamlined infrastructure and 
automation enables cash to compete 
with digital-only alternatives.

New models for profitable service delivery 
support a economically viable future.

Why
CashTech?



The case for fundamental 
change is clear.

The cost of maintaining cash 
infrastructure is rising, with coin 
having a disproportionate impact.

By removing the need for 
coin, the efficiency of cash 
can increase exponentially.

Coinless With Coin
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Shrap: redefining cash
Shrap represents perhaps the most fundamental rethink of how modern cash functions, facilitating the coinless transition.

Customer pays with cash.
Business transfers change 
through Shrap platform

...and issues to the 
customer on any medium.

Customer stores and redeems 
Shrap balance.
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The future of 
cash is here
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Shrap augments cash while preserving its essential attributes.

The future of cash is banknotes and Shrap. This enables greater innovation in cash automation and cash-tech.



Cash risks crossing the tipping point of 
unsustainability.
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A viable 
future for 
cash at 
reduced 
volumes.
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Shrap lowers the threshold, supporting 
reduced transaction volumes.



Coinless: a win-win

The coinless transition is key to the evolution 
of cash, moving coin from a source of cost to 
an enabler of innovation and value.

Ongoing cash acceptance preserves the 
availability of cash as a mainstream payment 
instrument.

The entire cash cycle realises benefits, from 
production to processing and distribution, 
to innovative third-party solution providers, 
through to retail and the ultimate end-users.

Crucially, the removal of coin makes cash use 
sustainable at lower volumes.



Don’t go cashless...
Go coinless.

chris@shrap.co.uk
www.shrap.co.uk


